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Abstract—We present a stability model for quasi-optical grid
amplifiers. This model is useful for predicting and suppress-
ing the common-mode oscillations that often occur in amplifier
grids. Three stabilization techniques will be discussed. The first
technique uses a capacitor to stabilize the grid. The second
approach employs resistance to suppress the oscillations. The final
technique stabilizes the grid by reducing the on-chip common-
mode resistance, allowing greatly increased amplifier efficiencies.
Experimental evidence will be presented to confirm the validity
of our stability model.
Index Terms—Grid amplifiers, quasi-optics, stability.
I. INTRODUCTION
AGRID amplifier, shown in Fig. 1, is an array of closelyspaced differential transistor pairs. A horizontally polar-
ized input beam excites RF currents on the input leads of the
grid. This drives the transistor pair in the differential mode.
Currents on the output leads radiate a vertically polarized
output beam. The cross-polarized input and output prevents
spurious feedback oscillations. Metal-strip polarizers confine
the beam to the forward direction and independently tune the
grid’s input and output. Hybrid microwave grid amplifiers
have been demonstrated using MESFET’s [1], heterojunction
bipolar transistors (HBT’s) [2], [3], and pseudomorphic high
electron-mobility transistors (pHEMT’s) [4], [5]. Millimeter-
wave HBT [6] and pHEMT [7] grids are among the few
successful monolithic quasi-optical amplifiers.
Stability is a vital concern for any amplifier. This may
be especially true for quasi-optical amplifiers, where many
oscillation modes may exist due to the large number of devices
involved. In a grid amplifier, the problem is compounded
by the rather close device spacing. Typical spacings range
from to , where is the free-space wavelength.
Individual elements tend to be strongly coupled. The dielectric
substrate is another mechanism that will contribute to the inter-
element coupling. Griffin [8] pointed out that substrate-mode
excitation is responsible for the poor radiation patterns of grid
oscillators. In grid oscillators, substrate-mode excitation can
be minimized through careful choice of the substrate thickness
and element spacing [9]. Many grid amplifiers have, in fact,
suffered from oscillations of some kind [1]–[5]. Often, these
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Fig. 1. A grid amplifier.
oscillations appear at moderate bias levels. If these instabilities
cannot be suppressed, the grid will be limited to low bias
currents, severely restricting the gain and output power. A
reliable stability model is of paramount importance.
II. INSTABILITY CHARACTERIZATION
Most of our stability modeling is the result of the systematic
study of a hybrid HBT grid amplifier [3]. The grid was a 4 4
array of HBT differential pairs mounted on a 50-mil Duroid
substrate with a relative dielectric constant of 10.8. Fig. 2(a)
shows the unit cell. Collector and emitter bias was provided by
the thin “hairpin” bias lines. These lines were designed to have
a parallel resonance near the 10-GHz operating frequency.
Etched capacitive gaps in the base leads were used to match
the grid’s input. Fig. 2(b) shows a schematic of the active chip.
Each AlGaAs/GaAs HBT had an effective area of 40 m . The
2-k feedback resistor self-biases the base from the collector.
The two 750- emitter resistors were intended to reduce the
pair’s common-mode gain. The HBT chips were fabricated by
Rockwell International, Thousand Oaks, CA.
This grid was plagued by instability. A 7.8-GHz spurious
oscillation appeared when the collector bias current exceeded
2.4 mA per transistor. This is much below the HBT’s opti-
mum bias current of 20 mA. At the onset of oscillation, the
amplifier’s peak gain was less than 4 dB.
Investigations of this instability revealed several interesting
properties. The oscillation was quite insensitive to changes
in the elements external to the active surface. For example,
the positions of the external polarizers, tuning slabs, or the
thickness of the substrate had little effect on the oscillation
frequency or power. On the other hand, the oscillation was
very sensitive to changes made in the unit cell itself. For
example, shorting the input matching gap capacitor with bond
wires caused the oscillation frequency to shift to 4.8 GHz.
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Fig. 2. (a) Unit cell of the 16-element hybrid HBT grid. The cell is 8 mm
on a side. (b) Schematic of the HBT differential pair.
These phenomena indicate that the oscillation mechanism
primarily depends on the array’s transverse properties, as
opposed to the amplifier’s longitudinal properties.
Further clues about the nature of the oscillation can be
inferred from measurements of the grid’s radiation pattern.
Fig. 3 plots the radiation pattern in the amplifier’s output
-plane. Peaks in the radiation pattern occurred in the plane
of the amplifier. The power density radiated normally to the
array was 6 dB less. The radiated power in the plane of the
grid was concentrated on the side of the emitter bias supply.
Furthermore, the radiated power was strongly polarized along
the direction of the grid’s output collector leads.
This evidence led to the conclusion that the oscillation was
a common-mode one with dominant collector currents. The
current distribution is proposed in Fig. 4(a). Adjacent cells
are 180 out of phase, giving the array a “checkerboard” dis-
tribution. This current distribution will not radiate well normal
to the grid, but may couple well to substrate modes and radiate
into free space from the edges of the array. Further support for
this conclusion lies in the fact that the 8-mm unit cell was ex-
actly one-half of a guided wavelength at 7.8 GHz, assuming an
effective relative dielectric constant of 5.8. Once the oscillation
has been characterized, a stability model can be produced.
Fig. 3. Measured radiation pattern of the spurious oscillation. The pattern
is taken in the amplifier’s output H-plane. The solid line is polarized along
the grid’s output collector leads. The dashed line is polarized along the input
base leads.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. (a) Deduced current distribution on the array. A unit cell is high-
lighted in the center. (b) Quarter-unit cell used for stability modeling. The
cell has two electric walls and two magnetic walls.
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Fig. 5. Transmission-line equivalent circuit for the hybrid HBT grid oscil-
lation.
III. STABILITY MODELING
The first step in modeling the checkerboard common-mode
oscillation of Fig. 4(a) is to recognize that the symmetries of
the current distribution can be exploited to define a unit cell.
This unit cell will be bounded on all four sides by electric
walls, where the tangential electric field must vanish. The full
unit cell can then be divided into quarters, with each quarter
cell consisting of two electric walls and two magnetic walls. A
quarter cell is illustrated in Fig. 4(b). Because each unit cell
has two transistors, the quarter cell will contain one-half of
a transistor. The -parameters of the half transistor are one-
half of those for a single HBT; two half transistors wired in
parallel constitute a full device.
Fig. 5 shows a transmission-line equivalent circuit for the
oscillation. Because the oscillation occurs in the transverse
dimension, the input and output leads are modeled as trans-
mission lines. The electrical length of these lines is calculated
using the physical size of the unit cell and the mean dielectric
constant for air and the Duroid substrate. The impedance of
the transmission lines is chosen empirically to fit the observed
oscillation frequency. Inductive bond wires connect the device
to the leads. Coupling to the substrate modes is modeled as
a resistance in the output lead. Our experience has shown
that this substrate-mode radiation resistance is quite low,
and larger resistance values tend to reduce the potential for
oscillation. This resistor may be replaced with a short for a
worst-case analysis. In addition, the on-chip common-mode
emitter resistors must be included. The quarter-cell emitter
resistance is 1.5 k . The emitter bias line is modeled as an
inductor. For the specific case of the hybrid HBT oscillator, the
hairpin emitter bias line reactance at the oscillation frequency
is negligible compared to the emitter resistance.
The circuit in Fig. 5 may be analyzed using a variety of
techniques. One approach that is especially intuitive and useful
is the technique suggested by Martinez and Compton [10]. An
ideal circulator is inserted into the circuit. The reflection from
the circulator is defined as the circular function. The circular
function can be thought of as a measure of the open-loop
gain of the circuit. Stability theory dictates that the circuit
will oscillate if the circular function is real and greater than
unity. The simulated circular function is plotted in Fig. 6. An
oscillation is predicted at the observed 7.8 GHz. The zero-
phase loop gain is 5.4 dB. In agreement with observation,
Fig. 6. Simulated circular function of the hybrid HBT grid amplifier with
and without stabilizing capacitors.
shorting the matching gap capacitor will lower the oscillation
frequency. This instability must be suppressed for the amplifier
to perform properly.
IV. CAPACITIVE STABILIZATION
To stabilize the grid, series chip capacitors were added in the
base input lead, directly adjacent to the active chip. One-half of
this stabilizing capacitance will appear at the node marked with
an “X” in Fig. 5. This extra capacitive reactance will provide
additional phase shift, rotating the circular function in the
complex plane. Thereby, the zero-phase magnitude is reduced.
The circular function with 0.1-pF stabilizing capacitors is also
plotted in Fig. 6. The model predicts the circuit is now stable
with a gain margin of 3.4 dB and a phase margin of 70 .
Experimentally, the grid with the 0.1-pF stabilizing capacitors
could be biased as high as 10 mA per transistor without
oscillating. The peak gain of the stabilized amplifier was 8.5
dB, and the higher bias current will allow greater output power.
To further validate the stability model, the amplifier’s stability
was examined as a function of stabilizing capacitance. Table I
summarizes the results. In general, theory and experiment in-
dicate that lower capacitance results in a more stable amplifier.
This stability model was used as a design tool to stabilize
a monolithic millimeter-wave HBT grid amplifier [6]. This
array integrated 36 HBT pairs, and was fabricated by Rock-
well International. Without stabilizing base capacitors, theory
predicts that this array would oscillate at 21.3 GHz, as shown
in Fig. 7. The zero-phase circular function is 5.2 dB. A 54-fF
series capacitor was placed at the HBT base to stabilize the
array. The stabilized circular function is also plotted in Fig. 7.
Simulations indicate that the grid is stable with a gain margin
of 6.6 dB and a phase margin of 58 . Experimentally, this grid
was stable for all bias conditions and achieved a peak gain of
5 dB at 40 GHz. The maximum output power was 0.67 W.
V. RESISTIVE STABILIZATION
A different approach was needed to stabilize a hybrid 100-
element pHEMT grid amplifier [4]. The pHEMT differential-
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Fig. 7. Simulated circular function of a monolithic HBT grid amplifier with
and without stabilizing capacitors.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SIMULATED GAIN MARGINS AND MEASURED
ONSET OSCILLATION CURRENTS FOR THE HBT AMPLIFIER
GRID WITH AND WITHOUT STABILIZING CAPACITORS
pair chips were fabricated by Lockheed Martin Laboratories,
Baltimore, MD. This array also suffered from common-mode
oscillations when the bias current was increased beyond 9 mA
per transistor—well below the device’s usual operating cur-
rent. The amplifier gain at the onset of instability was only
3 dB. The oscillation frequency varied between 8–9 GHz,
depending on the bias. This oscillation was insensitive to
elements external to the active array. The radiated power,
shown in Fig. 8, was strongest in the plane of the grid and
polarized along the output drain leads. Most of the power was
concentrated toward the gate bias side. Again, we concluded
that the oscillation was a common-mode checkerboard one,
similar to the instability previously discussed.
The equivalent circuit for the oscillation is shown in
Fig. 9(a). The pHEMT array did not have any gap capacitors
in the input lead. Again, the length of the transmission lines is
calculated using the 7.3-mm unit-cell size and an assumed ef-
fective dielectric constant between the substrate ( ) and
air. The transmission-line impedance is chosen empirically,
as is the inductance of the source bias line. The substrate
radiation resistance is not included in the simulation. The
stability analysis predicts an oscillation at 8.9 GHz, as shown
in Fig. 9(b). The zero-phase circular function is 1.2 dB. This
is in good agreement with the measured oscillation frequency.
Fig. 8. Measured oscillation radiation pattern for the 100-element pHEMT
grid. The pattern is taken in the amplifier’s output H-plane. The solid line
is polarized along the grid’s output drain leads. The dashed line is polarized
along the input gate leads.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 9. (a) Transmission-line equivalent circuit for the 100-element pHEMT
grid oscillation. (b) Simulated circular function of the grid with and without
stabilizing resistors.
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Fig. 10. Zero-phase circular function versus quarter-cell source resistance
for the 100-element pHEMT grid of Fig. 9. The gate stabilization resistor is
not included in the simulation.
Unlike the HBT arrays, the pHEMT grid could not be
stabilized with a capacitor. This is because the pHEMT chips
were not self-biased. An independent gate bias supplied along
the grid’s horizontal gate lead was necessary. Instead, this grid
was stabilized by adding series 50- chip resistors in the gate
leads at the node marked with an “X,” midway between the
active chips. This is possible because the pHEMT’s draw very
little gate current. These resistors reduce the magnitude of the
circular function. Fig. 9(b) also plots the circular function for
the stabilized grid. The gain margin is 3.0 dB. With the resis-
tors in place, the grid could be biased to a current of 15 mA
per device, and the gain increased to 12 dB at 9 GHz. The sat-
urated output power was 3.7 W. Unfortunately, the stabilizing
resistors will degrade the gain by 1.5 dB and the noise figure
by 0.8 dB. When possible, reactive stabilization is preferable.
VI. REDUCING COMMON-MODE RESISTANCE
The original intent of including emitter or source resistance
in the differential pair was to reduce the pair’s common-mode
gain and thus prevent common-mode oscillations. Ironically,
our stability model suggests that this common-mode resistance
is at least partly responsible for the amplifier’s instability.
Consider the 100-element pHEMT amplifier discussed previ-
ously. Fig. 10 plots the zero-phase circular function against
the quarter-cell common-mode source resistance. The gate
stabilizing resistors are not included. This result indicates
that removing the source resistance would actually stabilize
the grid. Removing these resistors would also increase the
amplifier’s efficiency. In the pHEMT grid, up to 40% of the
total bias power is lost in the source resistors, limiting the peak
power-added efficiency to 12% [4]. For the monolithic HBT
amplifier, 66% of the bias power is lost in the emitter resistors,
resulting in an efficiency of only 4% and large temperature
rises [6]. Removal of the common-mode resistance would be
a key to increasing the efficiency of grid amplifiers.
This idea was investigated on a 16-element hybrid
high electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) array [5]. The
Fig. 11. Simulated circular function of a 16-element hybrid HEMT grid
amplifier [5].
differential-pair chips were provided by the NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Padadena, CA. Each transistor had
a 50- common-mode source resistor. Like the other grids,
this original array suffered from a common-mode oscillation
at a relatively low-bias current. The oscillation frequency was
between 9–10 GHz. The stability model, shown in Fig. 11,
predicts an oscillation at 9.6 GHz, with a zero-phase circular
function magnitude of 2.7 dB.
To stabilize the grid, the 50- source resistors were shorted
with bond wires. We suspect that the bond wires did not
completely eliminate the source resistance, but reduced it to
2.5 . The circular function for the grid with the source
resistors shorted is also plotted in Fig. 11. Theory predicts that
the grid is still unstable at 9.4 GHz, but the magnitude of the
circular function is greatly reduced to 0.5 dB. Experimentally,
shorting the source resistors did not entirely suppress the
spurious oscillation, but did reduce its power by 10 dB. The
grid could be completely stabilized by adding 20- resistors in
the gate leads, midway between active chips. Fig. 11 also plots
the stabilized circular function. The gain margin is 1.2 dB.
The stabilized grid had a measured peak gain of 11 dB at
10 GHz. Reducing the common-mode source resistors had a
considerable effect on the amplifier’s efficiency, as shown in
Fig. 12. This amplifier delivered 160 mW with a peak power-
added efficiency of 23%. This is a factor of two more efficient
than the 100-element pHEMT grid [4], and is the highest
efficiency ever measured in a grid amplifier.
VII. CONCLUSION
A stability model for grid amplifiers has been presented.
This model successfully predicts common-mode instabilities
often seen in amplifier grids. Three techniques for stabilizing
the grid have been discussed. Capacitors can be placed in the
input leads of self-biased HBT arrays to suppress the spurious
oscillations. Resistive stabilization has been successful in
pHEMT grids. Finally, the amplifiers may be stabilized by re-
ducing or eliminating the common-mode resistance originally
thought necessary to prevent common-mode oscillations. This
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Fig. 12. Output power and power-added efficiency for the 16-element am-
plifier with source resistors removed. This is the most efficient grid amplifier
ever reported.
final approach will greatly increase the amplifier’s efficiency.
Experimental evidence has been presented to validate the
stability model. This model is currently being used as a tool
to design stable hybrid and monolithic grid amplifiers. Rapid
improvements in finite-element computer-aided design (CAD)
software will allow us to further refine our stability model.
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